Abstract We consider commutator-free exponential time integrators. For parabolic problems, it is important for the well-definedness that such an integrator satisfies a positivity condition such that essentially it only proceeds forward in time. We show that this requirement implies maximal convergence order of four for real coefficients.
Introduction
Commutator-free exponential integrators are effective methods for the numerical solution of non-autonomous evolution equations of the form u ′ (t) = A(t)u(t), u(t 0 ) = u 0 , t ∈ [t 0 , T ],
where A(t) ∈ C d×d , usually with large dimension d, see [1, 2, 6, 7] . These methods compute approximations {u n } to the solution of (1) on a grid {t n = t 0 +nτ } with step-size τ recursively, u n+1 = e τ BJ (tn,τ ) · · · e τ B1(tn,τ ) u n , n = 0, 1, . . . .
Here,
a j,k A(t n + c k τ ), j = 1, . . . , J
with coefficients a j,k , c k ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , J, k = 1, . . . , K chosen in such a way, that the exponential integrator has a certain convergence order p ≥ 1,
Usually the nodes c k are chosen as the nodes of a quadrature formula of order p.
It is assumed that the matrix exponentials applied to some vector, e τ Bj(tn,τ ) v, can be evaluated efficiently.
The numerical solution of large linear systems of the type (1) has been extensively studied in the literature. Attention has recently focussed on commutator-free methods (2), see for instance [8] . Earlier mathematical work has centered around the construction of commutator-free methods to supplement classical Magnus integrators based on commutators. Commutator-free methods are convenient to evaluate without storing excessive intermediate results, where the optimal balance between computational effort and accuracy is sought. Already in [8] , the coefficients for high-order commutator-free methods were derived based on nonlinear optimization of the free parameters in the order conditions to minimize local error constants. With this objective, methods of orders 4-8 were constructed in [1] . In [5] the algebraic framework underlying a systematic construction is discussed. Yet another interesting approach was applied to the Schrödinger equation in [3, 4] , which leads to the derivation of commutator-free exponential integrators in [3] .
For A(t) with purely imaginary eigenvalues it does not matter whether some of the coefficients a j,k are negative. This holds for A(t) anti-hermitian (i.e., for 1 i A(t) hermitian), which usually is the case if (1) is a (spacediscretized) Schrödinger equation, see [1, 2] .
On the other hand, for A(t) with negative real eigenvalues of large modulus, which, e.g., is the case if (1) is a spatially semi-discretized parabolic equation, poor stability is to be expected if some of the coefficients a j,k are negative. More specifically, the analysis given in [6] shows that commutatorfree exponential integrators applied to evolution equations of parabolic type are well-defined and stable only if their coefficients satisfy the positivity condition
In all examples of schemes given in [1, 2, 6, 7] , which involve real coefficients only and are of order higher than four, this condition is not satisfied. In [6] it is conjectured that no such schemes exist. However, no proof is given there. It is the purpose of this paper to give such a proof.
Main Result
Theorem 1 If p ≥ 5, then no commutator-free exponential integrator (2), (3) of convergence order p involving only real coefficients a j,k exists which satisfies the positivity condition (4).
Proof It is sufficient to consider only problems of the special form
where A 0 , A 1 ∈ C d×d . For such problems we have
and order conditions for the numerical solution to be of convergence order at least p = 5 are given by
where
A proof of these order conditions is given in Appendix A. We will show that the system consisting of equations (7), (8), (9), (10) has no solution with b j ∈ R >0 positive and y j ∈ R arbitrary (j = 1, . . . , J). It is clear that these equations have no solution for J = 1, we thus assume J ≥ 2. We will treat (8) and (9) as linear equations and (10) as a quadratic equation in the variables y j and with coefficients depending on the parameters b j subject to the constraint (7).
We define vectors (8), (9), (10) can be written as
respectively. For the remainder of the proof we will assume that b j > 0, j = 1, . . . , J. We will show that under this assumption the system of equations (11) has no solution y ∈ R J . It is easily seen that for b j > 0, S is symmetric positive definite and thus the equation
Furthermore, a straightforward calculation shows that {e, d} is linearly independent for b j > 0 and J ≥ 2. From Lemma 1 in Appendix B it follows that the intersection of the two hyperplanes given by the equations e T y = 
where c = (
T and Γ denotes the Gram matrix
which is equivalent to
Indeed the left-hand-sides of (13) and (14) are equal, which is readily verified using a computer algebra system, see Appendix C. In (14) the denominator is positive because S and thus S −1 is positive. Clearly also the first term of the numerator is positive as is the Gram determinant det Γ for J ≥ 2. Note that the positivity of these terms does not depend on the constraint (7).
We will now show that
from which (14) follows for σ = 1 (i.e., if (7) is satisfied), which will conclude the proof of the theorem. We proceed using induction on the number J of exponentials.
Base case. For J = 1 we have
Inductive step J → J + 1. Objects with a tilde belong to the (J + 1)-case, those without a tilde to the J-case such that
(see [9, eq. (7.7.5)]) and the Sherman-Morrison formula
we obtain
Substituting
only, and
(which follows by substituting
) in the other terms we obtain (to be verified using a computer algebra system, see Appendix D)
Disregarding the last term (which is negative) and using the inductive assumption (
which completes the inductive step for the proof of (15).
A Proof of the order conditions (7)-(10)
For the global error to have order p = 5 it is required that the local error have convergence order p + 1 = 6. If, without restriction of generality, we consider only the first integration step for the special problem (5), this condition for the local error is written as
A Taylor expansion of the left-hand side leads to
Here for J = 1 we have (note that we are interested only in a subset of the coefficients) 
An inductive argument involving straightforward but laborious calculations gives
Repeated differentiation of the differential equation (5) yields
Thus for the Taylor expansion of the right-hand side of (18) we obtain
with coefficients (only those corresponding to the subset of coefficients as in (19))
Equating corresponding coefficients in (19) and (20) leads to the order conditions (7)-(10).
B A geometric lemma
Lemma 1 Let {a 1 , . . . , am} be a linearly independent set of vectors in R n and S ∈ R n×n symmetric positive definite. Further let c = (γ 1 , . . . , γm) T ∈ R m and δ ∈ R. Then the intersection I of the m hyperplanes in R n given by the equations a T 1 x = γ 1 , . . . , a T m x = γm intersects the hyper-ellipsoid Q given by the equation x T Sx = δ if and only if it holds
where Γ = (a T i S −1 a j ) m i,j=1 denotes the Gram matrix of the vectors a 1 , . . . , am with respect to the scalar product x T S −1 y.
Proof First we consider the special case S = In (identity matrix), where Q is a hyper-sphere. In this case I intersects Q if and only if the point x * ∈ I of minimal norm satisfies
It is easy to see that this point x * lies in the linear subspace of R n spanned by a 1 , . . . am (the normal vectors to the given hyperplanes), i.e., there exists b = (β 1 , . . . , βm) T ∈ R m such that
and thus x
which shows that (22) is equivalent to (21). This completes the proof for the special case S = In. For the general case, the symmetric positive definite matrix S can be written as
. . , λn), where λ j > 0 are the eigenvalues of S, and X orthogonal. We define a j = Λ −1/2 X T a j , j = 1, . . . , m. Then under the transformation of variables x = Λ 1/2 X T x, the equation a T j x = γ j is equivalent to a T j x = γ j and x T x = δ is equivalent to x T Sx = δ. For these transformed equations the special case from above is applicable. 
C Maple code for checking (13)⇔(14)
Here, the Maple identifiers eSe, eSd, dSd correspond to e T S −1 e, e T S −1 d, d T S −1 d, respectively.
> detG := dSd*eSe-eSd^2: > expr1 := 4*eSe-20*eSd+25*dSd-5*detG: > expr2 := ((2*eSe-5*eSd-2*eSd+5*dSd)^2+(9-5*(eSe-2*eSd+dSd))*detG)/ (eSe-2*eSd+dSd): > simplify(expr1-expr2); 0
D Maple code for checking (16)=(17)
Here additionally, the Maple identifiers s, s1, bb, dd correspond to σ, σ, b J +1 , d J +1 , respectively.
> expr3 := s1^6*eSe-2*s1^3*eSd+dSd+bb*(-(eSe*s1^3-eSd)^2 -(12*(s1^3-dd))*(eSe*s1^3-eSd)/bb +12*(s1^3-dd)^2*(bb*eSe+1)/bb^2)/(bb*eSe+4): > expr4 := s^6*eSe-2*s^3*eSd+dSd +(1/4)*bb*(7*bb^4-36*bb^3*s1+72*bb^2*s1^2 -72*bb*s1^3+36*s1^4)-bb*((s1-bb)^3*eSe-eSd -1/2*(5*bb^2-12*bb*s1+6*s1^2))^2/(bb*eSe+4): > simplify( subs(dd = s1^3-(3/2)*s1^2*bb+s1*bb^2-(1/4)*bb^3, expr3) -subs(s = s1-bb, expr4)); 0
